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WHY DO YOU NEED EXECUTIVE PLUS?
Every organization, executive, and manager has their own Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) that are specific to their business 
needs. Being able to have quick access to the information in an 
easy to interpret and concise manner can improve the perfor-
mance of their business.

WHAT WILL EXECUTIVE PLUS DO?
Andar Executive Plus provides the data extraction and data visu-
alization tools for system administrators to build advanced, inter-
active Executive Dashboard components. This helps the decision 
makers to quickly analyze Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and 
other critical corporate data.

BEYOND ANDAR
Executive Plus extends Andar’s data mining capabilities to go be-
yond Andar. Performance Indicators are displayed in Andar, but 
the information source can be Andar or other SQL databases.

AT A GLANCE
Graphical tools to produce visually compelling displays of data, 
making it possible for decision makers to view the performance 
of their KPIs “at-a-glance.” The KPIs can be displayed in bar charts, 
pie charts, thermometers, or tables.

FLEXIBILITY
Custom queries to be saved in Andar. This feature offers great 
flexibility for creating Executive Dashboard components that will 
extract whatever data decision makers may need. Executive Plus 
can be used to display data in real time on the web, e-Mails, Thank 
you letters, Receipts, Statements and more.

DRILL-DOWN CAPABILITY
Having the option to drill down into data is critical for gaining in-
sight into more specific areas. Andar Executive Plus makes it easy 
to build individual Executive Plus components, which can then be 
assembled into a single package that contains multiple levels of 
components.  Seeing the “big picture”, with an option to view de-
tails optimizes the business analytic process.

PERSONALIZED EXECUTIVE DASHBOARDS
Different Executives and managers will need different KPIs to sup-
port their views of the business. They can choose which KPI to 
appear on their Executive Dashboard and change the KPIs based 
on their needs.

CUSTOMIZABLE BIO TABS (OR ACCOUNT SPECIFIC KPIS )
Andar Executive Plus components can be added to account Bio 
tabs to extract account specific data. Account specific KPIs can be 
displayed and monitored from the Executive Dashboard and the 
account Bio tab.

USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE
Andar/360 Executive Plus makes it extremely easy for the busy de-
cision makers to build their personalized Executive Dashboards. 
With a few clicks, they can simply select and add the Executive 
Plus components to their Dashboard. The bar charts, pie charts, 
thermometers, and tables require no training from the user to 
perform data manipulation.

REAL-TIME TRACKING
Dashboard and Bio tabs, Executive Plus components will provide 
instant snapshots of performance indicators for staff to be fully 
productive in assessing, analyzing and acting on the fluctuations 
in KPI values
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